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QN  THE EVUilATION 07 NOISK SAMPLES 

Arnold Js T0 Slegert 

Unlesi the primary aouro« of noise is one of those which ere 

theoretically tractable, the  statistical properties of the 

noise have to be inferred from samples0    We have developed 

some criteria to aid in the decision whether a sample can 

reasonably be assumed to have come from a Gaussian noise 

with predetermined parameters0 
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Introduotioni    The optimum design of Instrunents suoh as aiming devloes 

requires the knowledge of the statistical properties of the noise which 

will accompany the signals to which the devices react0    Unless the primary 

source of this noiae is one of those which are theoretically completely 

tractable,  such as thermal noise,  shot effect, «tco, the statistical 

properties of the noise must be obtained empirically from sampleso    Since 

the size of the  sample is often limited by the cost of obtaining samples, 

the problem arises to whioh extent the  statistical properties obtained 

from a given sample can be relied upono    This problem has been given 

precise formulation in the statistical literature for samples taken from 

populations consisting of discrete elementso    Since the elements of the 

sample in our case are the observed values of y(t) in a time interval 

(0,TJ,  they are neither discrete nor statistically independent»    The 

sample estimates are funetionals of y(t} and the only nontrivial funotionals 

for which - even for a Gaussian random function - the probability distri- 

bution is at present known or can be obtained are the linear integral 

1) 2 ) forms  '(weighted  sample means) and the quadratic integral forms   '(such as 

mean square, correlation       function and    spectrum of the sample/« 

1) No Wiener, Acta >feth0 55,  117,  1930o 

2) Mc Kac and AoJoFo Siegert,  J0 Appl0 Physics, Ü, 383,  19^7 and 
Ann.Mathu 3tat0  18,  438,  19^7 

3 ) For Markoffian random functions the probability distribution of the 
largest value in the sample can be obtained (AoJoFo Siegert, Phys0 

Revo 31, 617, 1951} and for an especially simple Markoffian random 
function the Laplace transform of the distribution of the integral 
of the absolute value and certain other non-linear funetionals are 
known (Mo Kac,  Trans0 Am0  Mfcth«  Soc0 J>2i 401,  1946;  6^,  1,   1949o} 

The expectation value and average square of sample estimates can usually 
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b« obtained for Gaussian random functions, and yield some Information about 

the probability distribution through the  Blenaya^ - Tchebycheff Inequality,,' 

4}   Ocfo Harald Cramer,  Mithematlcal Msthods of Statistlos,  Princeton 
University Press,  19^6,  ppc 182-183» 

Since most of the above results have been calculated for Gaussian random 

functions only it  seemed of Interest to develop the basis for a criterion by 

which one may judge whether at least the first distribution of the sample 

is sufficiently close to a Gaussian distribution so that the  sample could 

have come from a Gaussian random function,,    Ve define the first distribution 

^9(a,T) of a sample y(t} as that fraction of the interval  (0,T) during which 

y(t)>a0    We have computed the fluctuation s   =   <b?(a,T) - ^(») > »y 

and the integrals $ and^2 of the fluctuation over all values of a 

without weighting and with a weight function G(aj rsp for Gaussian random 

functions with first probability distribution ^(a) and with arbitrarily 

given correlation function,, 

The hypothesis that the sample came from a Gaussian distribution with 

specified parameters can be rejected if the deviation   7/(*iT) - lK& j 

at a predetermined   ' value a appreciably exceeds the value S,  or if the 
r*0 2 

integral    /     wP{*,T ) - ^(ajj      G(a j da appreciably exeeds^WT  $2 rape 

5)   "Predetermined'* means that the value of a is chosen without knowledge 
of the sample,  and not, for instance,  at the point for which 
bj^(*>T) - ^(a ) I has its largest value.. 

More precisely we know from the Bienayme^- Tchebycheff inequality 

prob / |$a,T) - ^(a}|     >  ks\    <  l/k2 

for any predetermined value of a, and 

prob yJcGCajj^TJ-^a^da    >   k^ )  I < lA 
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Thare reoalns, of oours«, aa always, an arbltrarlnaaa In choalng a value 

for the probability at which one wlahea to reject the hypothetical dlatrl- 

butlon,  rather than accept an Inprobable outcome of the experlmanto 

i) DaflalUfiBs 

The fraction of the time T during which y(t j > a la denoted by  iP(a,Tj 

and expresaed aa 

/ 
(Id} ^(a,TJ   =    J    /    ß(y(tj- a) dt 

where ß Is defined by 

Uo2j ß(xj   =    J   for    *~0
0 

Not only the problem of finding the probability dlatrlbutlon of ^(a,T) 

f^(*,' - and prob I iP(a,TJ= 1 • but even the apeclal cases probV ^(a,! j = 0 

aeem to be extremely difficult, except for Murkofflan random functions, 

alnce their solution Is closely related to the solution of the flrat 

passage time probability problem0 
»• * 

4 * 

We define the first and second probability functions of the stationary 

random function y(t j   by 

(lo3) 

and 

(1«0 

prob | y1 < yCtj j <y1 ♦ dy1 I «   V(jJ )   dy] 

|y1<y(t1J<y1 ♦   dy1 

Prob -< y   3   V2ijvyzi t2-t1jdy1dy2 

y2<y(t2J<y2 ♦   dy2 
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and obtain 

T 
<^(a,T)>AV   -   If     <:ß(y(t)-aj>AVdt   -   /!(.) 

vhar« 

(1-5)      • ^    fa)-   r*W(y)dy 

a 
la the probability that y(t j axeeds the value a« 

For the aacond moaant we get 
T 2 

<ip2(a,T)>AV= <^ Jß(y(0-a)dtj> 

», 

AV 

T 

(1.6) =   r2 / /dtidt2<ß(y(t^"a^ ß (y^^Av 
o 

T oo 

=     1 j2//dtldtz//W2^I^2'Vt^ d^2 
o a 

=    ^    T dt(l - ^)   /  f W2(ylly2,t) dy^ 

a 
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20   Bcugh Afprwrlntrlrnff 

For orl«nt«t.lon we ooneider first the overslapllfl^d^' oase .6J 

(2.1 J 
fwCyjf^-yJfor It -t I < 

U  fv    v  it -t   ) =   V 1   w    -i    1 |   ^     II 

WCjr, ) *(j0 } for 
v. Vh P^ 

6)    This Is not a realistic asauaption,  since It yields for the nonutllaed 
correlation function 

fCV^ } = «y(t2 } y(t1 }> AV -<y>2v K<72>AV - <y>AV   ) 

the values 

_   flfor|t|<^ 
i   lt;   "   ]0 for |t|> r 

This Is not a possible correlation function,  since Its Fourier trans- 
form can assume negative valueso 

A simple geometric consideration yields for this oase 

(202)     </(a,TJ>AV =  (1 " *?   tf   (a) ♦ (l-(l- *?)#   (a) 

so that the fluctuation becomes 

{2.3)    <^(e,T)>AV- <2i?(a,T>^v = (1- (l - |? )(^(a ) - ^(a j) 

.2^(l-^^(aj-jjf2(a)} 

As was to be expected the fluctuation vanishes for * —^-0 and becomes 

equal to /ZJ(a) - |r(a} for ^—>-lo 

A rough Idea of the distribution of iy(a,Tj can be obtained by dividing 

the Interval T Into m equal parts,  ohoslng m such that the values of y(t j 
approxlnately 

at the centerpolnts t. of the Intervals can be considered aa/independent 

random variable So   A set of Independent random variables  Ir.ia then 

. 
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defined such that   ^ » 0 or 1 1$/ « 0 or 1, respeotlvalor« 

The Men    lä*= J    £~  l# la en approxlmtlon for ^(a,Tj 

The probeblllty distribution for tfL\i* then 

(zu;        prob fi^. »|« (;) A.) a - «i(.jrn 

with mean |$(a ) and fluctuation s   a. n" (j6 - fT )o    This ie in agreenant 

with Eq.  (2„3j for t/T «1. 

3.    nulnulatinn of <^2(a.T )> AV for Gauaaian Random runctlon« 

For the Gaussian random function we have 
2 

. -3C  

(3ol) W(y]   =-H^   •   2(r 

V27rcr 2       2 

. yl4 y2 " ^ly2 
1 2(r2(i-/>2) 

2-l"2""-._^1.yi   - (3.2) W^y^y^tj»  ? f        ;   e 
27r 

7 ) To evaluate the integral in Eq» lo6 we expand VL using the equation   ' 

(3.3) g^)Hn(y)y.n_     1^, 2(1-/^, 

n=o »» "1^7 

7)   fi« Cramer, ref« i» p. 133 
■ _   —     ^ , 

and obtain 

(3.i)        W^^.t)»—^-^--j 2 Q* 2a* {l-/*) 

2        2 

2^6 ^ ^ ^  ^1— An 

n«) 
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uhtirm H (xjare the fttrmlt« poJynominalSo    With 

2 2 

(3.5)     P^ft   2(T2    ^(t)   =   •   2^    H^ (a/cr) forn  >  0 

=   AJUTT   ^(a )   for n = 0 

we get 
2 

a "^ 
2 

*,   ,    -L    "^f-ill!^lL   n-1 = r(aj^   e      /    2_    7n-l)i    r 

J
0       Dsl 

2 

y2,   ,        "<£    1   ff-^^J   n = r(a).e ^/    ^-*_.rndr 
Jo    n=o 

n 

^'-^/v* 0-2    1 ♦ r 

and 

2 At)        .a!  O. 

0.7)   S2(a,t^<^(.,T)>Av-<^(a,T)>Av^j   (l-^tj^e^    ^ 

s    can be written in terns of single integrals in the form 

AT)  ti_        T .i.2-JL 
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Usually^d ) will b« so small  that the first integral can be negleoted* 

With the overaimplifled form of/3 (t}: 

0.9) /-(t) Ho    rlrWiU fl     f or I 11 < 
1  0      f or | t j > 

we get 2 

e 

T V1 OT  / OTT ' .   1^ 

"er2   IT 

2T'       ^   .'o   VI^3" 

The identity 

^/1^-<rZ(1^ = ^,-^J 

o 
is easily verified« 

A convenient expansion for a  < < O"   is obtained by changing to the 

variable 

(3oii) y =    V^ - rV(1 + r) 

and writing 

2 n^2k2 
a _ (In   m 
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w« g«t 

1. « 2cr 2 PT 
(3ol3}        S-(a,T)^   ^e 

2 2 
(1 ♦ -*-   ^ --^   - *- 

2<r 
j Ärcsinyö  - *! (1 -J^i-T^1 

where  terms of order  (y)    have been neglected under the integrale 

To Judge the sample distribution in its entirety it may also be useful 

to compute  from the data the quantity 

(3oU)     S = 
-i2 

^(a,TJ - ^(a) da 

and compare  it with it» expected   value^oWe have S. 

fXf) 

0*15)        S '< S>„   = ^F / f1" T' 
dtl    ^5" V^i^J 

T^ir H"- * 
/>(t) 

)dt AL. 

V^i 

-i2:- f   (i-^jdt (i-Wi-/(t) } 

For P (t) = e ' '   I (y4arkoffian Gaussian Random Function) the integral has 

been evaluated in App^   I,   neglecting terms smaller than    —     e  "  0 

The result  is 

(3016) £   =   -^al   (0.61 - D^i  (ßT)"1   ) 
ßTV^r 

in this approximation, 
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Another teat which places more emphasis on the deviations of the sample 

distribution from the Gaussian at large values of 1 ^-  1J obtained by com- 

«0 
2 

putlng from the data the quantity 

lOo 

(3.17)        ^     =    /       ^(a,T)-^(a) 
-T2 2er2 

da 
27r 

Denoting by ^^ the expected value of this quantity we have 

(3,^j   c s JL rT
(1-ijdt/^^i- jb. 

i Vi^i^V^? * 
 »—(-Ä- - r) 

'/> 

'H"-H^^ 
-^(i-ljdt^-^t)] 

For the Markofflan case we have (neglecting terns of order e~^   ) the reault 

(3ol9J ^  =    rr-^ßT}-1 [f(2} -  (ßT)"11(3) 

(see Appendix III } with M2 } = Jf- = 1065 and ^ 0 ) =  lo20 

8 } Approximative formulas for the contributions to this Integral from 
the regions In which <iP(a,T) = Ü or 1 are given In Appendix II« 
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4.    DllOttflllOB 

Th« results of our calculations state In various forms how far the empirical 

first distributions of  samples taken from a Gaussian noise with specified para- 

meters will deviate from the true first distribution of this Gaussian noise«, 

They can thus be used to Judge whether a sample of unknown source can reasonably 

be assumed to have cone from a Gaussian noise with predetermined parameters0 

Our results can not in all cases be used to Judge whether the  sample can reason- 

ably be assumed to have come from a Gaussian noise with parameters obtained 

from thq nmflt itself o    To obtain criteria for the latter decision would require 

the calculation of quantities such as 

2 
Ucl) <[^(a,T)-^(a,u;      cr#j]> AV 

t    » 
where ^(a,^, (J" j is the Gaussian distribution with mean ji    and  standard deviation 

0", which are both computed from   - and thus funotlonals of - the sample function 

y(t)o    Expectation values such as (4.0lj are much more difficult to calculate 

than our averages,  and may not be obtainable in a useful form,, 

An answer to the second question above can however still be obtained from 

our results, if the  size T of the sample is sufficiently large,   such that its 

mean \i    and standard deviation  C   become reliable estimates of the true mean p 

and standard deviation Q-0     In the computation of    <^(e,T) - ^(a )    ,  S    and J^ 

from the  sample function, one can then use various combinations of values \i 

_ • ft 
and   C deviating from ^    and   C rsp0 by their respective expected errors 

(which are not difficult to estimate jo    If the various values of    ^(a,!) - ^(a} 

£    and ^j thus computed all lead to the  same conclusion,  our results apply 

to the  second question»    We believe that the question whether a  sample can have 

come from a Gaussian noise can reasonably be asked only in this case,  when at 

least the estimates of the mean and standard deviation obtained from the  sample 

are sufficiently reliable,, 
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AFfEWII I 

To evaluate the Integral 

we note that we neglect tenaa aaaller than ß~    e"^ if we extend the 

integration to infinity, aince 

i - ^7^ < .-P
1 

for real,  non-negative t and ßo    We then have 

I = ^(1- ^ Kl-Vl-e'ßt) dt -   j (!♦ } ^)[ t'^ dWl-*"''1) dt 

1    A,- 
^^^H1,-^   xß'^l^    dx) 

>^o 

-"j 

1 ^'rtx^i Xr=0 

V=  o 

ß' ''[xßTf1^ er1- 
%=o 

From 

di ^    pur 
Oo 

= 2 r i=±- l_   2M*k 
ICPO 

one obtains 

♦/   Detailed derivation in RAND Corporation Report RM-447,  "On the Rooti 
of Mwkoffian Random Functions", AoJoF» Siegert0 
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r(«)/r(« ♦ 1/2}-TT^2 r1 .xp < 
oo 

(ctf 

with ^ ^ 2Clg 2 
n=l 

and     X^ ^  (n-l)l  (21 f (l -21"11 j ^ (n ) for n > 2 wh.re 

r(nj la the Rlemann Zata function     ' 

♦ ♦ j   See e0go  Jahnke Qade, Tables of Functlone pe 269 ff. 

We thus have 

\*vk rCi*i^T " ^ 2'1 ^ - i V * ^   21" * oo0 ) 

and 

*    (^i/2r(«*i/2j = r1^ i - (i - 2f ♦ A»
2
 ♦ ceo} 

(l-l)^»   ♦   I2   J    (V2-)^)*   oo.) 

(2 ♦Dc1)- t U ♦* OCg-^j ♦2Dcl) 

and 

I    =    ß"1     (2   ♦ DC^ -  (ßT)'1  f^ ♦ ^   0^^) ♦ ilXj 

ß'M2(l - lg 2j-  (ßT)"1 

ß^i 

"" ^ o 
4(1-1*0-5- ♦ 2(1« 2r 

,61      -M      (ßT) ,-l 
I 
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AgBaaa u 

Outside of the range of the sample, defined by l0(a,T) 3 1 for all 

a ^ t and ^(a,?) » 0 for all a ^ u the integral  (3<.17) can be obtained 

analytically as a series In powers of  (-cr/t) and  (c/u)«,    We have 

u on 

5    =   / |iP(a,T}-^(a) 
a2/2a^ -,2     a^CT2 ,        . 

*- ~    da ♦   /     ir(aj >i        a     da 
Vä^Ö2 

'u 

[l - ^(a )' 
-J   *2/2rr2 

-OQ 
rfzirP 

da, 

where 

-ÖO 

^(a) = =  L 
V Zircr 

2(7      , e dy v^fT e     dx 2 

a^" 

i/6V2 

1 - .2 

1      fll      20^ 
\/2F    a   e 

valid for    a > > CT»  and 

POo 

nSrv(a)^du^(2„r3/*/ a.. 
JL 

2cr 
/\f2n&r 1        2 

which by integration by parts and use of the aaynptotio series for the 

error function yields 2 

^   -   (27rr3/2    (CT/ui3 e20^ 

,2 
>^^ 

2TT (?)   "(^ 
valid for   u > > O"   and 

t 2     2 /o ^2 • oo 

valid for -t >>cr. 
-t 

^(a)^'    n    da * i {$K- t) 
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AfPENDII m 

To evaluate the integral 

.T 
J   (1 - t/T}dt lg(l - e"^) 

we note that the Integral oan be extended to no Incurring an error of 

order e ^    only« 

We then need - for 3 = 3 and S = -2 - the Integral 

t8'2 dt  1^(1 - e'P1)   = 

—1^° 

^r ^d-«'^) 

^-ft'-^dt.-P1 u-.-P1/"1 

= -^r»- 1   .      -x /,        -Qt rl dx e      (1 - e K   j 

The la t Integral la equal to      R»)   ^(«j ) 

♦ )   E0 To Whittaker and G0 N0 Watson,   Modern AnalysiB,   Cambridge,University 
Press,   1935,   P» 266 

so that 

10O(l - -h dt lg  (1 - e"^1 j = -ß'1 ^(2 j ♦ ß"2 T"1 f (3 ) 

AJFS/hm 


